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The transportation framework is intended to form directions on
transportation access, connections, and safety for all modes of
transport between the Grant Avenue Corridor and the surrounding
areas. The framework is informed by the Springﬁeld GAP project’s
Corridor concepts. The GAP project is currently undergoing through
its public outreach process to reﬁne its draft roadway concepts for
the Corridor.
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Proposed Intersection Improvement & Placemaking Focal
Points. Key intersections that need to be reconﬁgured to
improve safety for all modes of transportation.
ELMImprovements
may include realigning travel lanes, installing curb bump-outs,
and redesigning the intersection to accommodate a
roundabout. These higher traﬃc intersections are also
opportunities to implement placemaking elements to promote
activity along the trail and foster a strong connection to the
surrounding area. Example placemaking elements include
streetscaping such as furniture and decorative lighting,
neighborhood gateway elements, public art, plaza space, and
pocket parks. A larger opportunity for placemaking includes
the underutilized area just west of Walmart on Grand Street.
This area could be converted to larger public WEAVER
space to
accommodate programmed gatherings such as a food truck
court or outdoor performing arts space.
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Proposed Crosswalk Enhancement. Opportunities
enhance existing and unpaved crosswalks to high-visibility
crosswalks, such as continental crosswalk and raised
crosswalks. Bike crossings can be painted to improve its
visibility and safety when bicyclists are crossing an intersection.
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Alley Opportunity. As future redevelopment occurs along
Grant Avenue there are opportunities to extend existing alleys
and install new rear alleys. This would reduce the number of
driveways, which are considered as traﬃc conﬂict points,
between private properties and Grant Avenue, improving
overall traﬃc safety on the Grant Avenue Corridor.
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Cross-Access. Create cross-access between adjacent parking
lots to reduce the need for drivers to use Grant Avenue. This
will help mitigate traﬃc and reduce the risk for accidents along
Grant Avenue while allowing convenient access between
establishments.
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Proposed Raised Mid-block Crossing. Areas with longer block
lengths provide opportunities for mid-block crossings. This
provides a safe method for pedestrians to cross Grant Avenue.
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Potential Pedestrian Connections. Future redevelopments
should leverage opportunities to establish public pedestrian
access to adjacent side streets and community assets such as
Hawthorn Park.
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Potential Roadway Realignment. There is an opportunity to
realign the Corridor’s travel lanes to branch to the east
between Lombard Circle and Madison Street to create a
‘park-boulevard-type’ roadway character for the Corridor. The
Corridor would take the aﬀected parcels within Site Area F
oﬄine and necessitate realignment of the potential alley to the
east.
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Proposed Bike Lanes. On-street bike lanes are proposed
along Walnut between Grant and Main and Main between
Walnut and College to provide additional bicycle connection
between Downtown Springﬁeld and the Grant Avenue
Corridor.
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Grant Avenue Roadway Reconﬁguration. Roadway
improvements and reconﬁguration along the Grant Avenue
corridor will include widening existing sidewalks and installing
a 10-foot multi-use trail. Both sides of the Corridor will feature
a parkway buﬀer with street trees to enhance the pedestrian
and bicycle experience and safety along the Corridor.
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Proposed Parallel Parking. On-street parking facilities are
proposed along the east side of the Grant Avenue Corridor
between Catalpa and Normal. They can function as visitor
(short-term) parking and/or permit parking spots to serve
nearby future land uses.
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